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In this paper, two concepts of completing an infinite number of tasks are considered. After discussing supertasks, equisupertasks are introduced. I suggest that equisupertasks are logically possible.
Is it logically possible to complete an infinite number of tasks in a finite time? James Thomson (1954) attempted, via his lamp example, to argue that it is logically impossible. A lamp begins off, and the button (that toggles the lamp between off and on) is pressed in one minute, then a half minute, then a quarter minute… Thomson believed he had arrived at a contradiction by considering the state of the lamp at two minutes. Most people believe that Paul Benacerraf (1970) successfully replied to Thomson (by arguing that the story does not determine the state of the lamp at two minutes), and so believe that it is logically possible to complete an infinite number of tasks in a finite time. However, note that to answer the question – Is it logically possible to complete an infinite number of tasks in a finite time? – it is necessary to know what is meant by ‘an infinite number’. Generally, ‘an infinite number’ means countably many of the structure . That is, there is a first task, a second task, a third task…, as in Thomson’s Lamp and many other similar supertasks.
In this paper, let us consider a slightly different question, which will give rise to a different structure of tasks: Is it logically possible to complete an infinite number of tasks in a finite time, where each task takes the same amount of time? To my knowledge this question has not been considered.​[1]​ Let us call such a task an ‘equisupertask’. I suggest that an equisupertask is logically possible, that each task must be completed in an infinitesimal time, and that the structure of the tasks is the structure of an infinite integer in a nonstandard model of arithmetic. I argue that the infinite case is much like the finite case, and so let us begin with the finite case.​[2]​
	Imagine that we wish to complete some finite number of tasks, n, in a finite time, e.g., one hour. We wish to space the tasks equally. For finite n, we then perform a task every 1/n hours, where task m (for integers m = 1, 2, 3…n-1, n) is completed at time = m/n. For example, when completing 5 tasks, we complete the third task at time = 3/5. Overall, we complete tasks at times 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5, and 5/5. The structure of the tasks is the ordinal structure of n.
	The same, I suggest, holds if we replace finite numbers (integers) by infinite numbers (integers). Such nonstandard numbers were developed by Abraham Robinson in the 1960s. Robinson (1996) writes, ‘In the fall of 1960 it occurred to me that the concepts and methods of contemporary Mathematical Logic are capable of providing a suitable framework for the development of Differential and Integral Calculus by means of infinitely small and infinitely large numbers.’ Imagine then that we wish to complete some infinite number of tasks, N, in a finite time, e.g., one hour (where N is an infinite integer in a nonstandard model of the reals). We wish to space the tasks equally. For infinite N, we then perform tasks every 1/N hours, where task m (for finite or infinite integers m = 1, 2, 3…N-1, N) is completed at time = m/N. The overall structure of the tasks is the ordinal structure of N, which is  + (* + )  + *, where  is a dense linear order without endpoints.​[3]​ Note that as any infinite integer is either even or odd, the state of the lamp after an infinite number of tasks have been completed is determined: if an even number of button presses have been made, then the lamp is in its starting state; if an odd number of button presses have been made, then the lamp is opposite its starting state.​[4]​
	Before concluding, let me suggest an area for future research: Is there spatio-temporal continuity through an equisupertask? It is generally agreed that there is none through a supertask,​[5]​ so that Thomson’s Lamp may be on or off (or have disappeared) at time two; this is the crux of Benacerraf’s reply to Thomson. Yet it appears that there is spatio-temporal continuity through an equisupertask. I suggested above that if an infinite and even number of tasks are performed, then the lamp is in its starting state (opposite state for an odd number of tasks). And indeed, every individual task has both a predecessor and a successor,​[6]​ which supports the idea that there is spatio-temporal continuity. So it appears that there is spatio-temporal continuity through an equisupertask, but it is somewhat mysterious how there can be such continuity through an equisupertask, but not through a supertask, which structurally is a part of an equisupertask. And so I suggest that it is worthwhile to investigate the question: Is there spatio-temporal continuity through an equisupertask?​[7]​ A picture is as follows:

Supertask:		| | | | | |…
Equisupertask: 	| | | | | |…    …     …| | | | | | | | |…       …     …| | | | | | 
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^1	  The main purpose of this paper is to introduce this question. Ultimately I believe that the question is important as its consideration can shed light on the related question: Which objects are the infinite numbers? However, as this latter question has been widely misunderstood, in this paper I focus on introducing equisupertasks. I confine comments on the latter question to the first two footnotes.
^2	  Is it logically possible to complete an infinite number of tasks in a finite time? To answer this question, we must know what is meant by ‘an infinite number’. When ‘an infinite number’ refers to infinite integers in a nonstandard model of the reals, we shall see that the overall task is very similar to the finite case. And insofar as finite numbers should be our guide to infinite numbers, this consideration may provide evidence that such infinite numbers in a nonstandard model are the infinite numbers (and not Cantor’s ordinals or cardinals). For example,  is certainly infinite, but perhaps it is not an infinite number. That is, equisupertasks may help us answer the question: Which objects are the infinite numbers? See Jeremy Gwiazda (2012a) for a further discussion of this question. As the main purpose of this paper is to introduce and model equisupertasks, I have placed this brief discussion of one example of the possible importance of equisupertasks in a footnote. We could restate the question: How should the natural (whole) numbers be extended into the infinite. Then the argument that infinite numbers in a nonstandard model are the infinite natural numbers can be made by considering language: Robinson (1996, p. 51) writes ‘Thus any finite natural number is less than any infinite natural number.’
^3	  Note how closely this paragraph mirrors the paragraph describing the completion of a finite number of tasks.
^4	  Concrete examples can be arrived at using infinite integers in the hyperreals, as discussed by Robert Goldblatt (1998). The hyperreals contain infinite integers and allow us to work through numerical examples. E.g., let N = [<2, 4, 6,…>], where we wish to complete N tasks. N is an infinite integer. The first task, task 1 = [<1, 1, 1…>] is completed at time = m/N = [<1/2, 1/4, 1/6,…>]. This number is infinitesimal. Task m = [<1, 2, 3,…>] is completed at time = m/N = [<1/2, 2/4, 3/6,…>] = 1/2, which makes sense as m is half of N.
^5	  Though Gwiazda (2012b) has argued that it is impossible to complete infinitely many tasks, when ‘infinitely many’ refers to tasks of structure , that is, there is a first task, a second task, etc. A main theme of Gwiazda (2012a) is that such a conception of infinitely many is misguided. That is, ‘infinitely many’ should refer to infinite integers in a nonstandard model.
^6	  Except, of course, that the first task has no predecessor and the last task has no successor.
^7	  Jeremy Gwiazda (forthcoming) has argued that infinite integers in a nonstandard model of the reals are an example of the actual infinite, whereas  is an example of the potential infinite. Though certainly a contentious claim, if true, such reasoning may indicate why there is no spatio-temporal continuity through a supertask, but there is through an equisupertask:  is merely potential and indeterminate; an infinite integer is actually infinite and determined.
